Huge thanks for purchasing the tutorial;

Tribal Spots
PDF 1 of 2

This tutorial is step-out photographs only and covers 2 separate PDF documents.
PDF 1 covers the making of all components while PDF 2 contains instructions on how
to create the 3 finished pieces as shown above.
You'll find a list of tools materials in each PDF relating to component making and
necklace making.
LICENCE RESTRICTIONS
This tutorial is for your personal use only. You have paid to learn this
information for yourself. Please do not share or copy any information in the
PDF.

I would also ask this technique not be shown or demonstrated at any clay
retreats/events or within guilds. I know it’s incredibly tempting to share when
people ask, but the simple answer could be: I learnt this from Debbie’s
tutorial; perhaps you could visit her website and purchase this for yourself.
Thanks so much for your understanding.
To navigate this PDF simply enter the page number you want into the search bar
and hit enter.
Many thanks.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS LISTS


















Pasta machine (#1 is my thickest setting)
Acrylic rod
Acrylic sheet
Tissue blade
Ceramic tile
Silicone mat (optional)
Baking paper
Needle tool
Smoothing tool
Kraft knife
Ball stylus tool
Wire brush
Texture sponge
Skewers
Large circle cutters (approx 5 to 7 cm's))
Circular impressing tools (approx 4mm and 10mm)
Small circle kemper cutter 10mm

Component 1: Spike and Claw

Step 1: Choose 4 different colours of clay as shown making sure you have a mix of light and dark.
Condition and run through the pasta machine on a medium setting. Break your first sheet of clay into
small pieces and place on your work surface.

Step 2: Continue adding clay, overlapping light and dark in some areas. Smooth over with an acrylic
rod.

Step 3: Remove from your work surface with a tissue blade and run through the pasta machine on the
thickest setting.

Step 4: Fold this in half and run through the pasta machine making sure the fold is on the rollers.

Step 5: Repeat this once more. Cut your sheet of clay in half to create a piece approx 7 - 8 cm's wide.

Step 6: Cut a bevel on one end and roll tightly to ensure no air is trapped inside.

Step 7: Roll until your log is approx 1c in diameter. Cut a bevel edge and roll up. Neaten the seam.

Step 8: Press down on one end to flatten and neaten, repeat with the other end. Take a very sharp
tissue blade and prepare to cut small slices from your clay - just the surface.

Step 9: You can vary the length of your slices but bee careful not to cut too deep. A nice little slice
from the surface is all that's needed to achieve a beautiful look here. Continue until the entire piece
has been "shaved".

Step 10: Tweak one end of the log to create a slight point.

Step 11: Cut two circles of clay on a medium thickness and place together, then sit these on the broad
end of the spike.

Step 12: Flatten and neaten the broad end and gently roll on the work surface to smooth the cut areas.
Use your fingers to reshape the piece - rustic is good.

Step 13: Create another piece similar but this time create a curve to the spike - it instantly becomes a
claw.

Component 2: Speckled Surfboard

Step 14: Prepare a sheet of clay as you did for the first component. Place on top of this an ultra thin
sheet of white clay.

Step 15: Create some circle textures - I'm using the lid of my craft knife but anything similar will do press this about 1mm into the clay. Add some dots using a ball stylus tool.

Step 16: Using a sharp tissue blade, shave the surface of the clay. Because we embedded our circle
texture you'll see we're left with circles of clay which can be removed from the shaved piece very
easily.

Step 17: Remove the circles and keep safe then take another slice from the top to use later and to thin
out our base piece.

Step 18: Save this piece for the next component - we are using the circles for this one. Condition and
run a sheet of clay through the pasta machine on a medium setting, fold in half and roll over to
smooth.

Step 19: Place 3 circles of clay on your base piece, cover with some baking paper and press over the
top with an acrylic sheet.

Step 20: Pressing down with an acrylic sheet on top will flatten the circles evenly - this will help avoid
distortion of the clay. Remove the acrylic sheet and burnish over the top of the baking paper with the
fleshy part of your finger to smooth the surface. Remove the baking paper and your circles should be
well and truly embeded evenly into the clay.

Step 21: Cut out a rough surfboard shape with a sharp craft knife.

Step 22: Trim both the top and the bottom, turn the piece over and smooth over all the edges.

Step 23: Place your component onto some scrap paper and using a wire brush, scrape over some
white clay to create speckles on your piece.

Step 24: Continue until you have a nice spattering of clay. Place some baking paper over the top and
burnish to embed the clay speckles well.

Step 25: Create a thread hole at the top of your piece with a circle kemper cutter.

Component 3: Large Spot Surfboard

Step 26: Using the decorative clay from the previous component, place onto a sheet of conditioned
clay run through the pasta machine on a medium setting. Place baking paper over the top and smooth
over with your acrylic rod.

Step 27: Cut out a rough surfboard shape with a sharp craft knife.

Step 28: Tweak the shape until your happy. Alternatively you can create a template first and use that
to cut around. Smooth over all the edges to remove the "sharpness".

Step 29: Continue working on the shape until you're happy then smooth over the edges. Create a
small ball of dark brown clay and place in the centre of each circle with a needle tool.

Step 30: Place baking paper on top then an acrylic sheet and press down evenly. Burnish these into
the clay well then create a thread with a small circular kemper cutter.

Component 4: Small Spotted Disc Beads

Step 31: Condition some clay and run through the second thickness on the pasta machine. Fold your
clay in half and roll over with an acrylic rod to smooth. Cut circles of clay, smooth over all the edges.
Place some of your cut out circles on the surface. You'll note I used some of the offcuts as well.

Step 32: Cover with baking paper and an acrylic sheet to flatten the circles, remove the acrylic sheet
and burnish so the surface additions are well embedded. Create a thread hole in the centre of each
one.

Step 33: Create some tiny balls of clay and place randomly on the surface of each disc bead. Cover
with baking paper and burnish gently.

Step 34: Make sure you don't flatten these beads too much, always burnish gently to avoid this.

Component 5: Large Spotted Disc

Step 35: Take some of your blended clay or create a new piece. I dedided to add mine to a backing
sheet because mine was quite thin. Press a circular object in to your clay - I used the craft knife lid
again. Our object here is to create lots of large circles of clay so make sure to press your object well
into the clay. Shave off the surface.

Step 36: Remove the circles of clay from the shaved sections and set them aside.

Step 37: Condition some clay, roll through the second thickest setting on the pasta machine and fold
in half. Use your acrylic rod to smooth the surface. Place your clay circles on top, cover with baking
paper and an acrylid sheet and press down to flatten. Remove the acrylic sheet and burnish - this is
the same process you've done for all the other components so far.

Step 38: Remove the baking paper and cut a large circular shape.

Step 39: Smooth all the edges and carve the surface with a needle tool for added interest. I carved
both the front and the back. My idea is to antique this once it's cured.

Component 6 and 7: Recessed Clay Circular Frame and Large Disc

Step 40: Condition some clay, run through the second thickest setting of the pasta machine, fold in
half and smooth over with an acrylic rod. Cut a large circle of clay.

Step 41: Cover your clay circle with an ultra thin sheet of clay and smooth over so there are no air
bubbles.

Step 42: Using a large ball stylus tool, create deep impresssions in your clay. Shave just the surface
off.

Step 43: Shave the entire surface making sure not to go too deep. Cover with baking paper or a
silicone sheet and an acrylic sheet and press down firmly. Remove the acrylic sheet and burnish the
surface well to remove all your "shave" marks.

Step 44: Choose another circular cutter - smaller than the previous one and cut out the centre. Turn
your frame piece over and smooth all the edges.

Step 45: Do the same with the front so all edges have an organic feel to them. Place some silicone or
baking paper on top and an acrylic sheet and press down firmly.

Step 46: This is my finished circular frame.

Step 47: Now work on the centre cut out of your frame and place an ultra thin sheet of clay on the top.
Make it a nice contrasting one. Use a circular object to create deep circular impressions in your clay. I
used a small brass tube.

Step 48: Shave off the surface you did previously. Remove all the excess clay.

Step 49: Repeat the process to smooth the surface and round off all the edges.

Step 50: This is my finished piece. If I wanted to I could add another colour and repeat the process but
I'm going to stop here.

Additional Filler Beads

Step 51: Cut some circles of clay, roll into a ball and flatten slightly. Thread a skewer through the
centre of the piece and roll on the work surface to increase the thread hole.

Step 52: You can leave these as they are or flatten to create an organic oval shape.

Step 53: Thread some of your clay balls onto a skewer and texture with sandpaper.

Step 54: Create additional "bar" components by running some black clay through the pasta machine
on the thickest setting then fold in half. Cut rectangular shapes and smooth off all the edges to create
a nice organic finish. Cut some small rectangles and leave some long - it's up to you. I created this
long rectangle with a curve in it and this one is used in my main piece.

Cure all your pieces on a ceramic tile covered with a silicone mat, baking paper or cardstock
(whichever you prefer really). Cure at the recommended temperature for the clay you're working
with. Because I have a mix of Kato and Premo I'm curing at the Kato temperature but I always make
sure to keep an eye on my work and always create a "tent" of alfoil to protect from the top and bottom
elements in my oven. This seems to work perfectly for me.
Leave all piece to cool well before working.
Note: you'll notice the majority of my components have no thread holes. They are to be drilled later
when I know how I'm going to use them.

Refer to PDF 2 of 2 for instructions on how to create finished pieces.

